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Fig. 1 : Schematic diagram of an aesthete. se club-like secretory cell, c central cells, a

apical cap, m micraesthete, p photoreceptor cell, w wall cells.

Fig. 2: Photoreceptor cell of Acanthochiton fascicularis, schematic drawing. mv micro-

villi, ci cilium, ms membraneous structures.

3. Results

In Chiton olivaceus Spengler and in Acanthochiton fascicularis L. as well as in

the more primitively organized species Lepidopleurus cajetanus Poli well developed

sensory cells lying in the periphery of the megalaesthete were found. In Chiton

olivaceus these cells are situated more distally than in the other species, sometimes

prominating laterally from the aesthete; in other aesthetes they may take most of

the Space in the middle-distal part of these organs.

Up to four of the described cells are present in one aesthete. Their strukture is

similar in the three species. The distal part consists of closely packed microvilli of

a diameter between 50 and 350 nm (Fig. 2 and 3). Ciliary structures have not been

found in Chiton olivaceus, although they are a regulär feature in Acanthochiton

fascicularis. Lepidopleurus cajetanus has a few at the most. The median cell

region is filled with densely packed membraneous structures (Fig. 4). As these are
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Fig. 3: Chiton olivaceus, photoreceptor cell, longitudinal section. Microvilli.

Fig. 4: Chiton olivaceus, photoreceptor cell, longitudinal section. Median (mr) and pro-

ximal (pr) cell region.
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connected with the granulär endoplasmic reticulum in some parts it is assumed that

these structures are a specialised agranular endoplasmic reticulum. Most of the

Space between them is filled with numerous mitochondria and various vesicles. The

proximal part of the cell around the nucleus with its prominent nucleolus shows

scattered granules and often irregulär regions of poor electron density. The cell

has a process that might well be the axon.

In several Polyplacophoran species so-called intrapigmental eyes have been

described (Nowikoff 1909). In these organs the tegmentum forms a small lense

above a few photoreceptor cells which are situated in the same position in the

aesthete as the described cells. There are also striking similarities with the visual

cells of the extrapigmental shell eyes in Onithochiton neglectus Rochbrune (Boyle

1969) as well as with the visual cells of other photoreceptors (Röhlich 1970,

Kerneis 1975) with regard to their ultrastructure. In our investigations only the

described cells show difterences in light- and darkadapted aesthetes. In Chiton

olivaceus e. g. the microvilli membranes get thicker in the darkadapted animals.

So these cells doubtless act as photoreceptors.

As these cells are found in all three species each one belonging to another of the

three Polyplacophoran Orders it is assumed that photoreceptor cells are a regulär

part of fully developed aesthetes except in cases in which shell eyes are present. In

the case of the extrapigmental shell eyes the photoreceptor cells either dissociated

from the aesthetes or they repressed the other cell types. From the Situation in

Chiton olivaceus one can get arguments for both alternatives; the comparision with

the extrapigmental shell eyes of Onithochiton neglectus (Boyle 1969) where some-

times aesthetes branch from the eyes' peduncles gives strong evidence for the first

one. In the case of the intrapigmental eyes they remained at one side of the

aesthete, where wall cells formed some pigment. Acanthochiton fascicularis and

Lepidopleurus cajetanus represent the original Situation; from aesthetes like those

of Chiton olivaceus one can think an evolution either to extra- or to intrapigmental

eyes. So the aesthetes of this species represent an intermediate State in the develop-

ment of shell eyes.
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